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Topic 6: FunctionsTopic 6: Functions
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What’s a function?What’s a function?

How can we use functions to writeHow can we use functions to write
better software?better software?

Recommended ReadingsRecommended Readings

•• Chapter 3Chapter 3

•• Chapter 6Chapter 6
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What is a Function?What is a Function?

•• What is a function?What is a function?
–– A named set of statementsA named set of statements

–– Perform some taskPerform some task

F tiF ti
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•• Functions:Functions:
–– May take parametersMay take parameters

–– May return valuesMay return values

•• What functions have you already used?What functions have you already used?

MotivationMotivation

•• Ideally, a function shouldIdeally, a function should
–– perform a clearly defined specific purposeperform a clearly defined specific purpose

–– hide details from the callerhide details from the caller

be sufficiently small to be easily understoodbe sufficiently small to be easily understood
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–– be sufficiently small to be easily understoodbe sufficiently small to be easily understood

–– be well documentedbe well documented
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Defining a FunctionDefining a Function

•• Creates a function for later useCreates a function for later use
–– The function does not execute until it is calledThe function does not execute until it is called

–– Function may be called many times (from Function may be called many times (from 
different places) after it has been defineddifferent places) after it has been defined
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different places) after it has been defineddifferent places) after it has been defined

•• General form:General form:
–– def def functionNamefunctionName((parametersparameters):):

statement(s)statement(s)

ExampleExample

•• Create a function that draws a music noteCreate a function that draws a music note
–– Head will be a solid oval, 20 pixels wide and Head will be a solid oval, 20 pixels wide and 

10 pixels high10 pixels high

–– Stem will be 50 pixels tall on the right sideStem will be 50 pixels tall on the right side
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Stem will be 50 pixels tall on the right sideStem will be 50 pixels tall on the right side

Calling Our FunctionCalling Our Function

•• A function does not execute when it is A function does not execute when it is 
defineddefined
–– It must be calledIt must be called
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•• Execution for the entire program begins at Execution for the entire program begins at 
the first statement outside of a functionthe first statement outside of a function

ExampleExample

•• What’s the problem with our function?What’s the problem with our function?
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•• How do we fix it?How do we fix it?
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ParametersParameters

•• Allow us to provide data to a functionAllow us to provide data to a function
–– Data is placed in brackets after the function Data is placed in brackets after the function 

name when the function is calledname when the function is called

–– Parameter variables appear in brackets afterParameter variables appear in brackets after
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Parameter variables appear in brackets after Parameter variables appear in brackets after 
the function name in the function definitionthe function name in the function definition

–– Values appear in parameter variables when Values appear in parameter variables when 
the function executesthe function executes

–– Parameters are positionalParameters are positional

TerminologyTerminology

•• Actual ParameterActual Parameter
–– The value placed in brackets after the function The value placed in brackets after the function 

name when the function is calledname when the function is called
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•• Formal ParameterFormal Parameter
–– The name of the parameter variable in the The name of the parameter variable in the 

function that is calledfunction that is called

ExampleExample

•• Extend our note drawing function so that it Extend our note drawing function so that it 
takes two parameters that control the takes two parameters that control the 
position of the noteposition of the note
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Named ParametersNamed Parameters

•• Positional parameters assign values to Positional parameters assign values to 
parameter variables in the order that they parameter variables in the order that they 
occuroccur
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•• Named parameters allow us to assign Named parameters allow us to assign 
values in any ordervalues in any order
–– Allow for optional parameters / default values Allow for optional parameters / default values 

for some parametersfor some parameters

–– May still be used in a positional mannerMay still be used in a positional manner
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ExampleExample

•• Extend the note drawing function so that it Extend the note drawing function so that it 
takes additional parameters that specify takes additional parameters that specify 
the color of the notethe color of the note
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Default Parameter ValuesDefault Parameter Values

•• Python permits default values for Python permits default values for 
parametersparameters
–– If the function call does not supply a value If the function call does not supply a value 

then the default is usedthen the default is used
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then the default is usedthen the default is used

–– If the call includes a value for that parameter If the call includes a value for that parameter 
then the default value is overriddenthen the default value is overridden

Functions can Call FunctionsFunctions can Call Functions

•• Create a second function for drawing a Create a second function for drawing a 
notenote
–– Head will be a solid oval, 20 pixels wide and Head will be a solid oval, 20 pixels wide and 

10 pixels high10 pixels high
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10 pixels high10 pixels high

–– Stem will be 50 pixels tall on the left sideStem will be 50 pixels tall on the left side

–– Flag will be a cubic curveFlag will be a cubic curve

Functions can Call FunctionsFunctions can Call Functions
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Variables & FunctionsVariables & Functions

•• Variables can be defined inside functionsVariables can be defined inside functions
–– A variable defined inside of a function can A variable defined inside of a function can 

only be used inside that functiononly be used inside that function

–– Behaves just like the variables we have usedBehaves just like the variables we have used
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Behaves just like the variables we have used Behaves just like the variables we have used 
previouslypreviously

Variables & FunctionsVariables & Functions

•• Variables can be defined outside of Variables can be defined outside of 
functionsfunctions
–– Referred to as global variablesReferred to as global variables

Can be read anywhere in the program after itCan be read anywhere in the program after it
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–– Can be read anywhere in the program after it Can be read anywhere in the program after it 
is assigned a valueis assigned a value

–– All of the constants we have created are All of the constants we have created are 
global variables that we choose not to changeglobal variables that we choose not to change

–– Use of global variables (other than as Use of global variables (other than as 
constants) is strongly discouragedconstants) is strongly discouraged

Variables & FunctionsVariables & Functions

•• Changing global variablesChanging global variables
–– By default, an assignment statement inside of By default, an assignment statement inside of 

a function creates a new variable within that a function creates a new variable within that 
functionfunction
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•• Even if a global variable with that name already Even if a global variable with that name already 
existsexists

–– Want to change a global variable?Want to change a global variable?
•• Include a global statement at the beginning of the Include a global statement at the beginning of the 

functionfunction

ExampleExample
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ScopeScope

•• Scope determines the portion of a Scope determines the portion of a 
program where a name can be usedprogram where a name can be used
–– Impacts functions, variables, …Impacts functions, variables, …
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•• FunctionsFunctions
–– Functions can’t be called before they have Functions can’t be called before they have 

been definedbeen defined

–– Functions in other modules cannot be used Functions in other modules cannot be used 
until after the import statement for that moduleuntil after the import statement for that module

ScopeScope

•• VariablesVariables
–– Cannot be read before they are given a valueCannot be read before they are given a value

–– Can be used from the point where they are Can be used from the point where they are 
first assigned a value until the end of thefirst assigned a value until the end of the
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first assigned a value until the end of the first assigned a value until the end of the 
functionfunction

–– Variables created inside a function are Variables created inside a function are 
destroyed when the function exitsdestroyed when the function exits

Parameter VariablesParameter Variables

•• Parameter variables hold values passed to Parameter variables hold values passed to 
a function from the calling scopea function from the calling scope
–– Parameter variables are normally readParameter variables are normally read

It is also possible to store a new value into aIt is also possible to store a new value into a
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–– It is also possible to store a new value into a It is also possible to store a new value into a 
parameter variable (don’t usually do this!)parameter variable (don’t usually do this!)

•• Value of the variable will change in the called Value of the variable will change in the called 
functionfunction

•• For the types we have used so far, the value will For the types we have used so far, the value will 
notnot change in the main programchange in the main program

Another ExampleAnother Example

•• Create a function called Create a function called readIntegerreadInteger
–– requires two parametersrequires two parameters

•• The lowest permitted valueThe lowest permitted value

•• The highest permitted valueThe highest permitted value
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The highest permitted valueThe highest permitted value

–– returns one resultreturns one result
•• The value entered by the user between lowest The value entered by the user between lowest 

(inclusive) and highest (inclusive)(inclusive) and highest (inclusive)

–– readIntegerreadInteger will ensure that the value returned will ensure that the value returned 
is within the specified rangeis within the specified range

–– Use this function to improve the number gameUse this function to improve the number game
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Another ExampleAnother Example
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Why Functions are UsefulWhy Functions are Useful

•• Facilitate Code ReuseFacilitate Code Reuse
–– Write once, use many timesWrite once, use many times

•• Reduce ComplexityReduce Complexity
L l l d t il hiddL l l d t il hidd
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–– Low level details are hiddenLow level details are hidden

–– Programmer can concentrate on higher level Programmer can concentrate on higher level 
problemsproblems

•• Ease MaintenanceEase Maintenance
–– Bugs only need to be corrected onceBugs only need to be corrected once

–– Functions can be tested separatelyFunctions can be tested separately

CommentsComments

•• Every function should begin with a Every function should begin with a 
commentcomment
–– Describe the action taken by the functionDescribe the action taken by the function

Describe the parameters that need to beDescribe the parameters that need to be
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–– Describe the parameters that need to be Describe the parameters that need to be 
providedprovided

–– Describe the value returned by the functionDescribe the value returned by the function

Preconditions / Preconditions / PostconditionsPostconditions

•• Function comments may also describeFunction comments may also describe
–– PrePreconditions: conditions: 

•• Conditions that must be true Conditions that must be true beforebefore the function the function 
executesexecutes
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•• If any precondition is not met, the function may not If any precondition is not met, the function may not 
behave correctlybehave correctly

–– PostPostconditionsconditions::
•• Conditions that are guaranteed to be true Conditions that are guaranteed to be true afterafter the the 

function executesfunction executes

•• If the function doesn’t make a postIf the function doesn’t make a post--condition true condition true 
then the function contains a bug that must be fixedthen the function contains a bug that must be fixed
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Returning Multiple ValuesReturning Multiple Values

•• What if we need to return more than one What if we need to return more than one 
value from a function?value from a function?
–– Comma separated list of values in return Comma separated list of values in return 

statementstatement
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statementstatement

–– Comma separated list of variables to the left Comma separated list of variables to the left 
of the equals signof the equals sign

ExampleExample

Flash card add and multiply practice:Flash card add and multiply practice:

•• 10 random questions, add or multiply 2 10 random questions, add or multiply 2 
integers between 1 and 10integers between 1 and 10
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TestingTesting

•• Test each function you write Test each function you write individuallyindividually
–– Errors are easier to findErrors are easier to find

•• Generally only need to look inside the function Generally only need to look inside the function 
being testedbeing tested
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–– Only use the function in the rest of your Only use the function in the rest of your 
program once you have program once you have tested it thoroughlytested it thoroughly

DesignDesign

•• How do functions relate to top down How do functions relate to top down 
design?design?
–– Use top down design to break the problem Use top down design to break the problem 

into smaller piecesinto smaller pieces
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into smaller piecesinto smaller pieces

–– Each smaller piece is a good candidate for a Each smaller piece is a good candidate for a 
functionfunction

–– Look at each functionLook at each function
•• Is it too big?Is it too big?

•• Does it contain repeated code?Does it contain repeated code?

•• Should it call other functions?Should it call other functions?
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Wrapping UpWrapping Up

•• FunctionsFunctions
–– A named group of statements that perform a A named group of statements that perform a 

tasktask

–– Allow us to break our program into separateAllow us to break our program into separate
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Allow us to break our program into separate Allow us to break our program into separate 
units that each have a specific purposeunits that each have a specific purpose

–– Ease program creation and debuggingEase program creation and debugging

Where Are We Going?Where Are We Going?

•• Now that we can write larger programs we Now that we can write larger programs we 
want towant to be able to manage more databe able to manage more data
–– How do we read and write values in files?How do we read and write values in files?

How can we work with many values at theHow can we work with many values at the
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–– How can we work with many values at the How can we work with many values at the 
same time in a reasonable way?same time in a reasonable way?


